2002 honda civic starter relay location

Eddie spent 35 years in the automotive business with Honda. This onboard computer runs your
car so that it has optimum fuel economy and low emissions. The PCM creates a code indicating
what part or system is malfuntioning electrical system, oxygen sensors, and so on. Your tech
can get the code from the vehicle and look up its meaning. Where should a mechanic start
looking to find the problem? This small yellow light labeled "maintenance indicator" is not the
"check engine" light Honda Accord. Bonus question 1. Is the car running normally? If your car
is running normally, and you have no problem driving it, the problem is not so severe that you
need to panic. Of course you should not ignore the light; it is warning you of some problem with
the emissions system. Just call your mechanic or dealer to make an appointment within a
reasonable amount of time. Bonus question 2. Is the "check engine" light flashing? If it's
flashing, it means you have a serious problem and you really should not be driving your car.
Hey Look At Me!!! Sometimes a technician will forget to reinstall a connector to a sensor, or not
snap the connector back together completely. Or he or she may knock a connector loose while
doing a minor service. On older Hondas, the oxygen sensor is directly below the oil filter, so a
technician removing the oil filter for a routine oil change might spill oil onto the oxygen sensor.
On this Honda Accord, you can see how the oxygen sensor little rat-tailed item is located
directly below the oil filter. You can imagine how easy it is to dump oil on it. All Honda fuel caps
have a ratcheting device built into the cap to achieve a good seal and keep you from
over-tightening the cap. When tightening your fuel cap, be sure to turn it enough to hear at least
three clicks; that ensures the proper torque was applied. If your check engine light is on, simply
check your fuel cap to make sure it is turned three clicks. When the gas pump shuts off
automatically, the tank is as full as it needs to be. To keep gasoline fumes out of the
atmosphere, modern United States cars are required to trap the fumes and recycle them into the
engine to be burned. Overfilling the tank can spill fuel into into tiny vacuum lines and filters,
which in turn can clog emission devices like the "evap canister" being replaced in the three
do-it-yourself videos at the end of this article. Soaking these devices in gasoline will cause the
"check engine" light to come on. Replacing the damaged parts could be costly, but the time
spent diagnosing the problem could be even costlier. Everyone likes all the new gadgets
available for cars these days, like back-up cameras, thunder-booming stereos, remote car
starters, high-intensity-discharge headlights, and rear entertainment systems, to name a few.
Check to see that all electronics in the vehicle are working properly e. If everything is working
properly, I would either test all the fuses using a test light or a voltage meter is the fastest way
to do that or return the vehicle to the person who did the work. After driving for a while on the
highway, your exhaust can get extremely hot; if you then happen to drive through a deep
puddle, it is possible for water to cool the oxygen sensor too quickly and crack the material
inside the sensor. The oxygen sensor is located under the vehicle, usually in or near the
catalytic converter where the temperature can exceed degrees. If this sounds like your scenario,
take your car to the dealer or your local mechanic. You can see both oxygen sensors, front and
rear, one in the front pipe before the catalytic converter and the other is in the center of the
catalytic converter. If you hit a puddle deep enough, you could actually submerge the sensors.
Water on the front or back carpet in your car will often be coming from the front of the car
somewhere; water flows towards the back because of acceleration, and because the floor is
tapered towards the rear of the vehicle. If the water is only visible on the rear carpet, the leak
may be in the rear of the vehicle. The most common cause of a water leak is the windshield;
sometimes a newly replaced windshield will leak. Water is very damaging to all electronic
devices just drop your smart phone in water and see what happens. Critters can cause all sorts
of problems in cars, from horrible smells to chewed wires. If you live or work in an area where
mice, rats, chipmunks. Given the chance, critters will build nests and store food for the winter,
and for some reason they like to chew wires. In fact, some car manufacturers assemble wire
harnesses wrapped with mouse-deterrent tape, no kidding. Replacing a wire harness is
daunting and time-consuming. In some cases, a failure in another part or system can cause
your "check engine" light to come on. Multiple warning lights illuminated on the dash don't
necessarily mean multiple problems, so don't panic. Cars that sit for a long period of time are
susceptible to a plethora of problems. Critters move in, batteries go dead, tires go flat, brake
rotors become rusted and cause a pulsation when applying the brakes, pulleys rust and cause
belts to squeak, and the list goes on. If you car sat for a while, your "check engine" light could
come on because a sensor or solenoid is stuck, or for other reasons. Have it checked out by an
honest mechanic; they are out there, you just have to find them. If you were not the last one to
drive your car and the "check engine" light is on, you need to start asking questions.
Sometimes family members or friends who borrow your car spill soda or coffee on the console
without telling you. If you want to try and diagnose the problem yourself, you will need to figure
out with the diagnostic code is telling you. Here is a guide to understanding the codes. You will

also need a scan tool. If you decide to buy on, choose one that will last for years. Vehicles are
only getting more sophisticated each year, so plan for the future. The OBD2 system covers and
later cars the OBD1 system that covers older ones may be included, depending on the device. I
recommend looking for these four time- and money-saving features:. And if you found this
information useful, why not share it for example, on Facebook or Twitter, using the buttons
above? Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for
personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters.
Eventually the engine light came on a week later. We replaced the fuel cap with a new one
purchased from Honda. The engine light is still on and it was replaced 2 days ago. Does the
system need time to reboot itself or should we be getting the car looked at? Answer: If the light
doesn't go out within 3 days, you may need to have the system tested for other small leaks in
the system or parts that are not working correctly. Question: The engine light came on and
showed the check emission system message. I went to AutoZone to check the code. It showed
P I just had my emissions inspection about two weeks ago, and it passed. I filled up with gas
yesterday. Is there anything that would cause this that would correct itself? Answer: The
leaking exhaust gasket could be the cause of your problem. I recommend having that leak fixed
first. Then, drive the vehicle for a few days to see if the light goes out on it own. If it doesn't, you
may need to have further testing done. It's possible that you only need an O2 sensor, and not
the catalytic converter, but the O2 sensors needs to be tested by a mechanic who knows how to
test them. Answer: Yes, if the PCV valve is broken your engine will have a rough idle because of
the vacuum leak, and it will cause the check engine light to come on. Question: The check
engine light came on in my Honda Accord. What may be wrong? Answer: There are a lot of
things that can cause the check engine light to come on. Some common issues are O2 sensors,
evaporative emissions leaks, a loose gas cap, a misfire, spark plugs, low coolant, etc. I
recommend having the code checked; it will point you in the right direction. Question: I have a
Honda Accord and the engine light is flashing and when I stop at a red light the car shakes and
it feels like it is going to die what can the problem be? Answer: Whatever it is, you shouldn't
drive it with the check engine light flashing, you could cause more damage. You'll need to have
the code checked to give you an idea of what the failure is. Answer: It's possible because some
engine components use oil pressure to work, so if the oil level is low, the component will not
work properly. Question: I have a Honda Accord. Both my engine light and traction control light
are on. What could this be? Answer: The check engine light will turn on the traction control
light. I recommend getting the code checked because there are a lot of things that can cause the
check engine light to come on. Once you know the code it will point you in the right direction.
Question: I had my car serviced after the check engine light came on. They said it was fixed, but
when I drove it, the light came back on. I took it back again and they worked on it. When I got it
back, the check engine light was out. I had my emissions inspection and they noticed the check
engine light was not lighting up. I think the mechanic disconnected it. How can I tell if he
disconnected it? Answer: Every time you start the car, the check engine light should illuminate
then go out - this is called a bulb check. If the mechanic disconnected the light, you will not see
it when starting the engine. Question: I have a Honda Oydessy. The check engine light came on
and showed all cylinders misfiring. We changed all ignition coils and spark plugs. Do codes
need to be cleared in order for the light to go off? Answer: Yes, or drive the car for three
complete drive cycles, the engine starts at cold and all the way to operating temperature, then
back down to cold is one cycle. If the code does not clear after three drive cycles, you may have
more than one problem. I just had a new distributor installed last week. While driving it today,
there was no noise, and it had power. I did fill the gas tank up yesterday, and I did hear the gas
cap click a few times. Today is Sunday. So my mechanic has not looked at it, or knows what is
going on. What do you think??? Answer: If the engine is running well at idle and when driving,
most likely you have an evaporator leak in your emissions system. The code your mechanic will
probably be either a P or P, canister or canister vent shut valve. Question: I have a honda civic
ex-coupe. My check engine light was on a couple of days ago so I put engine coolant in the
reservoir, and the light went off shortly after driving it later that day. Now the check engine is
back on. What could be the problem? Answer: I don't think it had anything to do with the
coolant. You'll need to have the code checked and it will point you in the right direction.
Question: I have a Honda CR-V and the oil pressure switch and timing chain was replaced and
the check engine light is still on? What could be? Answer: There are several reasons for the
check engine light being on, you will need to have the code read from the cars data link
connector, once you have the code it will point you in the direction of the problem. The check
engine light is on, but the engine runs smooth. I've changed the vacuum canister and solenoid
valve, and have a new gas tank cap. When I reset the light it stays off for a while but then comes
back on, what could it be? Answer: Not all check engine lights are caused by a leak in the

evaporative system or gas tank. Sometimes it's caused by an O2 sensor, misfire, spark plug,
spark plug wires, etc. If you know the code it would help to diagnose your issue. Question: I
"topped off" my gas tank and my engine light has been flashing along with the non-flashing,
triangular VSA warning for five days and approximately 45 miles. My car runs fine, no unusual
noises, etc. If this was caused by overfilling the gas tank, will the problem vanish on its own? If
not, how do I find a mechanic familiar with the computerized warning system? Answer: If the
check engine light is flashing, this means you are doing damage to the catalytic converter, and
the car should be towed to a garage. I recommend the manufacturer's garage because they
have the tools to diagnose the system. The problem you are having is not caused by overfilling
the gas tank. Your engine is misfiring and is not burning all the fuel that is going into the
cylinder, that's why the light is flashing: it's warning you that there is a damaging problem.
Question: My Honda Accord LX engine light came on this morning and isn't going off; it's not
blinking at all. What do you think the problem is? Have the code pulled and it will point you to
the problem area. During the test drive, they had to jump the battery which caused the radio to
need a code, and when I turned on the heater the engine light came on. Do I have something to
worry about? Answer: Yes, you're paying too much for a car that has , on the engine and
transmission. I recommend finding something with a little less miles for that price. Question: My
Honda Odyssey engine light came on, and a few weeks later started flashing. There is some
light blue fluid coming out. What could the problem be? Answer: If there is light blue fluid
leaking I recommend you get that checked first, it's possible you're low on coolant. The check
engine light flashing may be something different or could be connected with the coolant leak. I
recommend you have the vehicle towed to a garage and had these things checked before
driving it again; I would hate to see you damage the engine by driving it. Question: I have a
Honda Accord Sport. I disconnected the battery, and the check engine light turned on. I thought
it was because the readiness codes cleared off. I heard when this happens the light blinks and
then turns off, but mine is still on, no flashing or anything. Could the readiness codes keep it on
until all the codes are back to normal, or is it something else? Answer: Drive your car for a few
days. If the light doesn't go out, have the code checked, but drive it for a few days first; it may
be something simple. Question: My Accord EX check engine light is on, could this cause my car
to shut off when I stop? Answer: Absolutely, It could be a fouled spark plug, inoperative coil,
faulty fuel injector, etc It really depends on what is causing the problem. Check how the engine
is running. If it's skipping or hesitating that's a definite red flag. Question: The engine light on
my Honda Pilot is on, and the D light for drive was flashing, but my car still runs regularly. The
ECO light also turns on and off as I drive. What's the problem? Answer: It all depends on the
code stored in the PCM. If it's a misfire code, most likely you'll need piston rings; it's very
common on the s. When the "D" light flashes, it means you have a transmission code that could
be a solenoid malfunction. Question: After driving for about 20 miles on the freeway, the check
engine light on my Honda Accord started flashing. When I stopped the car, I felt the car shake
and rumble, but it operated fine while driving. I looked up the symbol in the manual, and it says
something might be wrong with the emissions Is this possibly it? Should I take my car to the
local mechanic I use or to Honda? What do you think might be wrong and what are the possible
costs to fix it? Answer: There are a few possibilities for this scenario. It could be a fouled spark
plug, inoperative coil, faulty fuel injector, piston rings, etc. The check engine light is flashing
because there is a misfire and it could be causing damage to the catalytic converter. I
recommend having the Honda dealer check the code and give you an estimate of the cost of the
repair. Question: I have a problem no one can solve. It's been going on for maybe the past two
years. The fuel cap will go on. Then a couple of days later, the check engine light goes on. I
have tried new fuel caps twice. Now, the lock doesn't work. I am wondering if there is some
electrical problem going on? The car runs fine. I brought it to the mechanic, and he told me
there is an issue with my airbags? However, I thought the SRS light indicates an issue with seat
belts or airbags. What do you think? Answer: Find a new mechanic, the SRS light is the warning
system for the airbags and seat belts. Have another mechanic pull the code from your
computer, and you will be able to diagnose it from there. Question: I had fueled my car, and the
same day the engine light came on. I don't top off. I phoned the dealership, and they said to
unwind gas cap and put it back on. I did, but the light is still on. What is your advice on the
engine light issue? Answer: For the check engine light problem, you'll need to have the code
pulled from the computer if the light doesn't go out after three days of driving. If it were a gas
cap code it would clear itself in about three days after the problem was fixed tightening the gas
cap. The AC issue is most likely a problem with the compressor clutch. The compressor clutch
is most likely worn, and the gap is too wide to engage after the compressor is warm. The fix is
to replace the AC compressor clutch or complete compressor assembly. Question: My Civic's
check engine light came on today. I read your article and none of it seems to apply. It seems to

be running fine? Answer: If the engine is running normal then the problem may be in the
canister side of the emission system. I recommend having someone read the code on the cars
computer with a scan tool to find out the code. Once you know the code it will point you in the
right direction on what is failing in your vehicle and is causing the light to be on. Question: I
filled up my Honda pilot, and the check engine light came on, why? Answer: Maybe you didn't
tighten the gas cap three clicks? The only way to know for sure is to have the code pulled from
the computer. If it is the gas cap, tighten it three clicks and drive the vehicle for three days, if
that was the problem, the light should go off, if not you'll need to have the code pulled.
Question: I have a Honda CRV changed the starter, alternator, and air hose - the check engine
light comes on before starting and doesn't go off. The car is running well. Is it merely a reset
that is needed, or should I recheck everything? Answer: Definitely recheck everything, drive it
for 3 days, if the light doesn't go out, have the code checked. Question: I have a 02 Accord, 4
cylinder. Also, the distributor is not getting power to the plugs. Answer: Not usually, no. I
recommend having the distributor base checked for any play in the shaft and also check the
ignitor. If all looks good, check the main relay under the dash on the driver's side near the
steering column. I got as far as Nebraska, when someone nearly ran me off the road, and I
suddenly had to accelerate. That's when the check engine light came on. The fluids are good,
and the car was running fine prior. Answer: The check engine light can come on for a lot of
different reasons. I recommend having it checked with a code reader, and this will point you to
the problem. Question: I have a Accord that has not been driven for a while. The check engine is
on, and the car is suddenly shaking. What could be the cause? Question: I took my '93 Honda
Accord LX to get smogged and they did something to make the check engine light come on but
now it won't go off. Answer: I'm not sure what the mechanic did to cause the light to come on,
but if it was an intermittent failure the light should go off after three days or three complete
drive cycles. I'm a retiree, and don't have money to buy another or get it properly fixed. What
should I do? Exactly what part should I purchase if I want to fix it myself? It is located on the
throttle body between the firewall and intake; it has one electrical connector and two coolant
hoses. Answer: That would be a generic code and it doesn't even sound right for a generic
code. P would have something to do with the data link connector communication. Question: I'm
driving a Honda Jazz Whenever I hit a medium hump on the road, the check engine light comes
up, and the transmission becomes stagnant meaning it doesn't shifts up. If I hit the gas a bit
harder, the RPM goes up. I found a quick fix, but I'm not satisfied with it. I usually re-start the
car around times then the check engine light goes off. Is this just a loosened sensor? Answer: It
does sound like a loose connection. I recommend checking all of the connections to the
transmission, and I mean inspecting each connector closely for any corrosion or damaged pins.
I also recommend checking the fluid condition. If it's very dirty, you may have debris clogging a
port, and when you hit a bump, it becomes dislodged. This is just a thought, but it's worth
checking. The vehicle runs great but has small slag in it. What do think it could be, maybe the
throttle position sensor is causing the slag and maybe use of gas? Answer: If you know the
code it will point you in the right direction. There are a lot of things that can cause a hesitation
like an O2 sensor, spark plugs, spark plug wires, distributor cap and rotor, distributor base,
valve adjustment, etc. If you know the code, you'll find the problem. Question: My Pilot check
engine light came on today. I just changed the low beam headlight yesterday, could this be
why? What could cause this to happen? Answer: It's not the headlight replacement. Have an
auto parts store check the code and it will guide you to the problem. This is a shot in the dark,
but maybe the catalytic converter is clogged and is causing the problem? There are a lot of
things that can cause this problem , but what's weird is that the problem disappears when the
check engine light comes on, why? What is the code? What is the year, make, model, and
mileage? I don't think you did any damage, if water entered the cylinders you would have
cracked the block with an immediate shut-down. However, you should consider adding a water
separator to the cold air intake, and just for your information, if the motor was damaged from
this aftermarket cold air intake, most likely the extended warranty company would not cover it,
they will say the car is modified and the claim will be void, I see it all the time. When driving
through deep water the O2 sensors may have submerged and probably caused the light to
flash, so if the engine is running normally I wouldn't worry. Hope this helps, and keep me
posted on any updates. Don't forget to add a water separator to the cold air intake, and make
sure the fender liner is intact on that side, it will save your engine :. My Honda Civic LX has the
flashing check engine light problem. It had been raining and I had driven through some deep
puddles. After pulling over and letting it cool for mins, I started it back up and drove it home
very carefully under rpm and less than 40 mph. The light never came back on but I am worried I
may have a serious problem. The car is lowered 2 inches and I have an AEM cold air intake that
has the air filter right in front of the drivers side wheel. Is it possible I could have taken water

into the engine? The filter is in good condition. If I did take some water, is this the end of the
engine? If I did not take water, since the light never came back on, what could have made the
light come on and the engine run rough until shutdown? This just happened so I will have more
info tomorrow and in the coming days but I am very worried about a serious issue. I think I have
serious challenge with my RD1 ever since I changed my engine for an RD2 the engine
checklight has not gone off and for a couple of years it has been performing well. Now the
challenge it recently developed is that so long the engine check light is OFF it keeps on drops
on speed and feels light chocking. Once the checklight pops up then it's back on a normal
drive. What really could be the problem? Thanks for your help. Bring it back to the mechanic so
they can check their work, they have to remove a lot of parts, and most likely they missed
something or broke something during the repair. Keep me posted on what you find, thanks.
Now the check engine light is on, wasn't before. Once the check engine light comes on it will
trigger the other lights as well. Let me know if you have more questions, thanks. I stopped
within 2 minutes to look up the meaning when all of a sudden my engine started smoking like
crazy. I don't have a whatsapp account but you can email me, there is a link to my email next to
my photo at the top of this article page or you can ask me anything in this comment box. Hope
this helps. Sir , I must tell you that I find this article very useful , though I am an auto mechanic
with little experience , I have obd2 scanner and I just got my Honda pilot, if to make you
available and accessible can I have your whatsapp number thanks and God bless. You have a
serious electrical issue or your battery is completely dead. Are you jump-starting this car? My
Honda Accord. When I turn the steering wheel all the way , the screen inside turns off And it
sorta get a little stiff. If the check engine light came on it had to have stored a code, it's possible
the mechanic didn't want to address your issue at the time. I recommend getting a small code
reader from the auto parts store or Amazon and check it yourself next time it happens because
it will happen again. Let me know if this will work for you. On a 90 minute drive, my yellow
engine light came on not flashing. My gas mileage immediately started falling though going a
steady speed on cruise control and ultimately fell from 27 down to It didn't come back on while
driving during the week around town on vacation, but came back on during the 90 minute drive
home. I took my Odyssey into the Honda dealer, and they were unable to find any code, or any
history of a code being stored. It's as if this never happened. They had no idea what to try to fix,
so they sent me home and said if it happens again to leave the car on and get the code scanned.
Is this normal? Something is clearly wrong as the gas mileage has fallen dramatically. I had
changed the battery and the distributor and still the check engine light is on what should i do
now? Not usually unless the engine is running poorly because the dirty oil is clogging
something. I recommend you have the code pulled, and it will point you to the problem area. Let
me know the code once you pull it, maybe I can help. I don't think spraying water caused the
problem because engines are exposed to water very often. If you could retrieve the code I may
be able to guide you to a solution. The code would start like this; P There are many codes and it
will usually point you to the problem area. Let me know, thanks. Thank you for your help! Hey
Mo, that's awesome! Thanks for coming back here to update me on what happened, I really
appreciate it :. It means you're low on coolant and the sensor is telling the computer to turn the
light on to warn you. You could have your local auto parts store, garage or dealership check it
or you could buy a cheap scanner and check it yourself. There are a lot of things that could
cause the check engine light to come on so it's best to check the code without guessing. On the
hood or front radiator support, you'll find a rubber bumper on each side that is adjustable by
turning. I recommend you just unscrew the rubber bumper to apply a little pressure to the hood
and the noise should stop : The gas pedal is a little more in-depth. If you remove the rubber
intake hose coming from the air cleaner box and look inside the throttle plate housing you'll see
the throttle plate. Open the plate manually with either the linkage or a long screwdriver and
you'll notice carbon built up where the throttle place sits. Take some carburetor cleaner and a
clean rag and remove the carbon or both upper and lower parts of the intake, if you can manage
to clean the edges of the throttle plate that will help as well but your main focus is the intake
housing. Once it's clean the throttle will stop sticking : Let me know how you make out Mo,
thanks. I have a honda accord I have two problems. This problem has been awhile driver side
vibrates when stopped and makes noise. When press on drive side hood goes away the
vibration and noise. It happens when car parked a while. Thank you for this information, my
Honda Civic check engine light came on a week now, car drives prefect, how do i check the
code, thank you and what could be the issue. What happens when the key is turned to the start
position? Does it turn the engine over? Does it click? Do the dash lights come on? Let me know
everything you observe, thanks. My honda crv model dnt want to start there is no engine
checklight smd key green light on thr dashboard if I put key on what could the problem and
what can I do. The check engine light comes on when there is a hiccup or failure in the emission

system, even a loose gas cap can cause the light to come on. I recommend you drive it for a few
days as long as it's driving normal and there are no unusual noises and notice if the light goes
out on its own. Sometimes the failure will correct itself and the check engine light will go out
and stay out. If the light stays on, have the code pulled to identify what may be causing the
problem, the code should point you to the system that has failed or hiccuped. Let me know what
you find, and if you have more questions, Marius, you know where to find me :. Excellent
articles and I think helped me to diagnose the yellow engine light warning problem- History:
Honda Brio model, was recently in for service - garage told my wife they have changed
something in the engine to better fuel consumption and km service - had 2 trouble-free weeks
and today problems. Car would start for few seconds sounded like the engine will go but died
instantly - I checked all lights, battery, hooter enough fuel, loose cables to spark plugs etc
Battery all looked OK - then lightbulb moment!! Slow home because manual says possible
engine damage - normal power no funny sounds! No water problems or critter- relative new car
no critters! Do you know what the code was? If you look at the paperwork it should state P - P
or something like that. There are two things to look at but I recommend you pull the code first
because it may point you directly to the problem. The V-Tec solenoid system has two screens
that become clogged over time and may need to be cleaned or replaced. I don't suspect the
engine valves have ever been adjusted and that is a common problem with CR-V's, the valves
become tight over time and will need to be adjusted to bring back into spec. I recommend you
start will pulling the code and go from there. Let me know if you have additional questions, and
keep me posted on what you find please, thanks. I have a CRV and my car runs normally. I don't
feel any change in the engine nor do I hear any sound coming from the engine. The mileage is
less than 93, miles and I don't normally use it for long drives. I just use it from point A to B and
back. So my Honda ballade suddenly showed the check engine sign while driving. I took the car
to a local mechanic,he checked the car and said he sees nothing wrong. He replaced 1 spark
plug that was burnt. The car sounds fine and everything in place but the check engine sign is
still there. It sounds like your alternator is not working or you have a loose battery terminal or
connection. Have you had any work done to the engine recently? A quick check for the battery
terminals would be to tighten the terminal nuts and check for looseness. Let me know what you
find Jess, thanks. Thank you for your vast knowledge! After having my Honda Accord washed
at a drive through, my car tried to shut down three times in the short 10 minute drive home.
Once I turned off the ac and turned the car off and on the car again it was fine for a few miles
and then act up again. Just in front of my garage I had turned the ac back on and then it
completely died for about three minutes. And then I was able to turn it back on again. As long as
the engine is running normally you shouldn't have an issue. Let me know if you have any other
question I can help with :. My Pilot has an emissions light on. It has been in the shop Honda
dealer recently and had filters changed as well as routine maintenance. The selling dealer will
need to repair it until the light stays off. The CR-V is a very reliable vehicle and will serve you
well for years to come, but the problem needs to be fixed permanently first. I recommend you be
adamant the vehicle is fixed before you drive off again. How many miles are on the vehicle?? An
example of this is the engine valves being out of spec or a number of other things that could
cause this issue. Keep me posted on what they do, thanks. I just bought a used Honda CRV and
2 days after the enigine light came on. It was right after the first time I got gas and I read the cap
and to turn to 'click' and I know it didn't, so I undid it, clicked and waited. Still on the next day,
and had code read by my reg mechanic done and it was P Catalyst System Efficiency Below
Theshold - he cleared it in case of sitting, etc. Came back on the next day, called dealer that
sold it, drove it up and they looked at it and ended up replacing converter 2 days later day had
to wait for part and they are out of town for me. That even after having replaced, it is on again. I
am waiting to find out if it was new or aftermarket convertor, I did not ask when I was there. Any
ideas? I bought this after being rear-ended and my reliable car was totalled, and I live in a
location that has "no-fault" insurance, and I just need a reliable vehicle being a single parent,
one special needs child. Thank you for help. The lean fuel ratio is your problem and it has
nothing to do with the gas tank : The lean fuel ratio is caused by too much air mixing with the
fuel going into the engine and something is causing it like MAP sensor, ECU, EGR valve, false
reading from a sensor, etc. You're going to need to find a mechanic who understands how to
read the DATA list in the vehicles ECU, someone who knows the system parameters and can
pick out a faulty reading. I think your best bet is to find a Honda dealer with master-level Honda
Technicians, plus Honda may have a service bulletin on that particular problem. Once it's fixed,
maybe you can get some money back from the last shop that changed the fuel tank for no
reason except lack of knowledge. Let me know what you decide to do, thanks. My Honda CRV
check engine emissions light went on I had an inspection about one week prior. They reset it
and then It went back on 2 days later. I let they gas get low and got a new tank. They said the

scan came out fine. Reset again and now 1 day later it is on again. The car is driving normally.
What else should I suggest they check besides the codes? A lot of issues can cause the light to
come on. The first step is to have the code pulled from the computer so you'll know what
system is not working properly, without knowing the code is like throwing darts at the possible
cause. Have the code pulled and let me know what it is and I can help guide you to a solution :.
Awesome news Ad Taylor, Sometimes it's not the sensor it's a component the sensor is
monitoring like a fuel injector, spark plug, ignition coil, etc. Thanks for the update and keep me
posted if it happens again. Thanks Eddie, found a great honda mechanic who ran diagnostics..
We cleared the error and the car has been running fine since He also said its possible a voltage
hiccup might have caused the glitch. If everything is running normal then you may have an
issue with the emissions system but the only way to know what's going on is to have the code
pulled, once you have the code it will point you to the system that is causing the light to come
on. If the light goes out after several drive cycles that means the fault has corrected itself but if
it stays on something isn't working properly and needs to be repaired. Let me know if this helps
and let me know what the code is, maybe I can shed some light on the issue. Useful info, Eddie
Car drives fine, no work done recently, fuel cap is tight enough, roads are damp but not
excessive, no water leaks! It sounds like you have a loose connection on a ground wire or
something. Has this vehicle ever been in an accident or have you had any extensive work done
on it recently? Did all these lights illuminate on the same day or did this all happen on different
days? My Honda CrV cruise stopped working. Then my check engine light, Power steering light
and traction control lights all came on. The cruise came back on once or twice and then all the
other lights shut off but didn't stay off. Never had a problem with this car til now. Any thoughts?
The code P is a generic code, what did the dealer pull for a code? It sounds like you may have a
problem with the fuel emissions system, possible a Fuel Tank Pressure Sensor? I recommend
you bring it back to the dealer so they can run tests on that system. Had codes run by autozone;
returned a P Took car to dealership, inspected VPS system. Returned no problems with VPS
system. Changed oil, got car back. Following day today on highway 5 hours into 8 hour drive.
Stopped for refueling topped off this time - generally we do not. Back on road with no heavy
acceleration. About 45 minutes later check engine light comes on. Two hours to nearest city. If
the O2 sensor was submerged is would cause a problem, I recommend you drive the vehicle for
a few days and see if the problem persists. Let me know what happens, thanks. Honda CRV 2.
For about 10 miles Check engine light on and engine shake and die, after a few minute start
again check engine is off. And check engine show up again for about 10 miles, shake and die,
again and again. This situation happen after I pass flood. Is it O2 sensor having problem or
somehing with another sensor..? What does the icon look like? A week later, a red engine
symbol light is on now? The check engine light will always come on with the key in the run
position regardless if the engine is running or not, it's a system light check so you'll need to at
least get the engine running to see if the light is truely on with a code. If you're low on fuel, start
by adding some fuel and see what happens, if the light goes out you're in business, if not, you'll
have to dig deeper. Hi Eddie, will the check enjine light come on when their is little fuel in tenk,
its a Honda Ballade E. I check the battery, will it solved the problem if I put in more fuel, the car
is not starting, is it lack off fuel? I would like to see if the light goes away after I restart it, where
to I start? Greetings from Cape Town. Can you hear pressure building up inside the exhaust
when the vehicle is losing power? It sounds like your catalytic converter may be clogged so
maybe try disconnecting the catalytic converter and see if the problem persists. I know this can
be difficult and loud but it's only a test. The reason I think it's a clogged catalytic converter is
that the engine temp is getting hot and you're losing power, these are common signs of a
clogged cat. Let me know if this works. Engine light come on and its start loosing the power
them the engine getting warm. Computer scan show that is barometric pressure senson but we
change both sensor and its still the same. What you think about that? I would contact the shop,
they may not have secured the afiter housing properly or you could check it first to save you a
trip. Let me know what you find, thanks. It's possible you may have had something caught in
the mass airflow sensor causing the issue if your car is equipped with one, it's usually located
in the fresh air intake tube. Keep an eye on the light for now, hopefully it doesn't come back on.
Hi Eddie! I have a Honda CR-V. The check engine light just came on after getting my oil changed
and fuel filter replaced. Should I just wait a couple days to see if it goes off or contact the shop?
I own a honda jazz from , 1. While i was driving the car , sudenly, it was not working like it
should, the check engine light went on and the car died.. Thanks for getting back and answering
my questions. I wasnt able to check through obd to get the code but after replacing my engine
air filter it just disappear after an hour of driving. I recommend you have the code checked to
see if it has anything to do with the work that was just done, it may be something totally
unrelated. Let me know what the code is and maybe I can help figure out the issue. Hi Eddie. I

have honda civic coupe. Now those issue have been resolved but today check engine appeared
on my dashboard a steady one. I wonder what will be the cause? My sprak plug was brand new.
Battery was still ok. My car still running normally my only concern was the engine light.
Mileage: k.. I'm not sure if driving in the rain is the cause of the problem, or if the skip was
caused by driving through a big puddle and getting the engine wet. It is possible a coil has
failed as well so there a lot of reasons for the engine skip. Let me know if I can answer any more
questions for you. Hi i have hond element. Son drive it in the rain. Maybe through a puddle.
Grey smoke coming out of exhaust. Engine shakes. Parked it. Few days later started it. Smoke
eventuallu stoped but still shakes. Turned it off. That is a generic code and I'm not sure but it
has something to do with vehicle speed control and idle control systems. What is your vehicle
doing? You'll need to have the code read to verify the problem first, then you can devise a plan
to repair it. The code will point you in the direction of the problem. That sounds about right to
me, just make sure to check all your fuses and wires first to be sure you don't have rodent
damage or a blown fuse. This is very well explained and very informative. Hi Summer, No that
wouldn't cause any issues. You need to find out if it's the same code as before. When were the
engine valves adjusted last, or have they ever been? That could be your issue. I just put a new
vtec valve on my 06 Odyssey, cleared the code, and then drove for about 25 miles. The light just
came on. I am right at the empty line for gas. Could this be causing it? The check engine light
will trigger the other two lights. There are a lit of things that can cause the check engine light to
come on but the fastest way to know what's causing the problem is to have the codes read with
a scanner. Let me know what the code is when you find out and maybe I can help. I have a
honda brio model,it was running fine n wen i stopped n returned to start up,it wont start,, did
some checks i have no spark,no fuel Thank you for all of the info in your article. It was very
helpful. When I started my Honda Accord today, the check engine light, VSA light and
"exclamation point in a triangle" came on. It has not and is not flashing though. I havent gotten
codes read yet but am curious what your theory may be??? Sorry for the late reply. If the object
that you hit caused the issue, most likely the light would have come on immediately unless you
damaged the canister or any part in the evap system, that system works on a 2 drive cycle
failure system. I recommend you have the underside of the vehicle checked and the code pulled
just to be safe. I ran over something small that was in the highway last night. Today my check
engine light is on. Could this be related? It sounds to me like some valves are tight and are
starting to stay open slightly causing your issue, or you have a failing coil in cylinder 6. Let me
know what you find out, thanks. Usually, that is a light for the traction control, did you happen
to turn off the traction control by accident, it's usually a button on the dash with the same icon.
American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very competitive, and,
through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American
Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV
campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their people to do things that are the RV
owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance.
Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to
diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all,
with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system
eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to
help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do
to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your
personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is
how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of
your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out.
What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to
make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East
German government released the horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world.
You don't need a lot of money to start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a
good price and then do it again. If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to
know a few things beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who
doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and when it happens can help you
diagnose your transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving.
Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive
History. Has your car been in the shop for service recently? Have you fueled your car recently?
Did you possibly overfill your fuel tank? Have you installed any new electronic devices
recently? Do you have excessive humidity in your car caused by a water leak? Do you live in a
rural area where there are lots of critters? Are other warning lights illuminated on the dash? Did
your car sit for a long period of time without anyone driving it? Were you the last one to drive

your car? And Two Bonus Questions: 1. Related Articles. By Jerry Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By
Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By John Dove. By
electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. QAnon is a disproven and discredited
far-right conspiracy theory alleging that a cabal of Satan-worshipping cannibalistic pedophiles
is running a global child sex-trafficking ring and plotting against U. As a member of the
Ptolemaic dynasty, she was a descendant of its founder Ptolemy I Soter, a Macedonian Greek
general and companion of Alexander the Great. After the death of Cleopatra, Egypt became a
province of the Roman Empire, marking the end of the second to last Hellenistic state and the
age that had lasted since the reign of Alexander. Her native language was Koine Greek, and she
was the only Ptolemaic ruler to learn the Egyptian language. Bible The Bible is a collection of
religious texts or scriptures sacred to Christians, Jews, Samaritans, Rastafari and others. It
appears in the form of an anthology, a compilation of texts of a variety of forms that are all
linked by the belief that they are collectively revelations of God. These texts include
theologically-focused historical accounts, hymns, prayers, proverbs, parables, didactic letters,
erotica, poetry, and prophecies. Believers also generally consider the Bible to be a product of
divine inspiration. Bridgerton Bridgerton is an American streaming television period drama
series created by Chris Van Dusen and produced by Shonda Rhimes. It is based on Julia
Quinn's novels set in the competitive world of Regency era London's Ton during the season,
when debutantes are presented at court. It premiered on Netflix on December 25, Before
entering politics, he was a businessman and television personality. He is known for playing
Chicken George in the miniseries Roots and from to was a regular cast member on the ABC
legal drama For the People. Ashley Biden Ashley Blazer Biden is an American social worker,
activist, philanthropist, and fashion designer. The daughter of U. Prior to her administrative role
at the center, she worked in the Delaware Department of Services for Children, Youth, and Their
Families. Biden founded the fashion company Livelihood, which partners with the online retailer
Gilt Groupe to raise money for community programs focused on eliminating income inequality
in the United States, launching it at New York Fashion Week in Rachel Levine Rachel L. Levine
is an American pediatrician who has served as the Pennsylvania Secretary of Health since She
is one of only a handful of openly transgender government officials in the United States. She
would be the first openly transgender federal official to be confirmed by the Senate. He was the
eldest of three children from the marriage of U. He is married to Vice President Kamala Harris.
As the first-ever husband of a U. He is also the first Jewish spouse of a vice president. Initially
offered as a 4-door sedan , it has been produced only as a 5-door fastback hatchback since The
Prius first went on sale in Japan and other countries in , and was available at all four Toyota
Japan dealership chains , making it the first mass-produced hybrid vehicle. In , Toyota
expanded the Prius family to include the Prius v , an extended hatchback, and the Prius c , a
subcompact hatchback. The production version of the Prius plug-in hybrid was released in The
second generation of the plug-in variant, the Prius Prime, was released in the U. Prius is a Latin
word meaning "first", "original", "superior" or "to go before". In Latin prius is the neuter
singular of the comparative form prior, prior, prius of an adjective with only comparative and
superlative the superlative being primus, prima, primum. As with all neuter words, the Latin
plural is priora , but that brand name was used by the Lada Priora in In , Toyota debuted a
hybrid concept car at the Tokyo Motor Show , with testing following a year later. The
first-generation Prius, at its launch, became the world's first mass-produced gasoline-electric
hybrid car. Production commenced in December at the Takaoka plant in Toyota, Aichi , ending
in February after cumulative production of 37, vehicles. The NHW10 Prius styling originated
from California designers, who were selected over competing designs from other Toyota design
studios. Toyota sold about , first-generation Priuses. The NHW11 Prius became more powerful
partly to satisfy the higher speeds and longer distances that Americans drive. It became a
compact liftback, sized between the Corolla and the Camry , with redistributed mechanical and
interior space significantly increasing rear-seat legroom and luggage room. Production
commenced in August at the Tsutsumi plant in Toyota, Aichi , [42] supplemented in October
with the Fujimatsu plant at Kariya, Aichi. It was thought that the sales dropped as a result of
both a lack of acceptance and increased competition. The Toyota Prius Hybrid was exported to
China from Competition from lower priced hybrids, such as the Honda Insight, also made it
difficult for Toyota to capitalize on the Prius's success. Among the new standard features of the
Prius, Toyota introduced three user-selectable driving modes: EV mode for electric-only
low-speed operation, Eco mode for best fuel efficiency, and Power mode for better performance.
This figure was disputed by General Motors which found the value for the model with inch
wheels to be around 0. A new front-drive platform underpinned the car, although the wheelbase
remained unchanged and overall length grew by a lone centimetre. Aluminum was employed in
the hood, rear hatch, front axle and brake calipers disc brakes were finally assigned to all four

wheels. The Prius uses a range of plant-derived ecological bioplastics , using wood or
grass-derived cellulose instead of petroleum. The two principal crops used are kenaf and ramie.
Kenaf is a member of the hibiscus family , a relative to cotton and okra; ramie, commonly
known as China grass, is a member of the nettle family and one of the strongest natural fibers,
with a density and absorbency comparable to flax. Toyota said this was a timely breakthrough
for plant-based eco-plastics because was the United Nations' International Year of Natural
Fibres, which spotlights kenaf and ramie among others. At its introduction in , it won the Car of
the Year Japan Award for the second time. A iSeeCars study ranked the Prius as the second
longest-kept vehicle among U. The fourth-generation Prius was first shown during September in
Las Vegas, [65] and was released for retail customers in Japan on December 9, In August ,
Toyota Managing Officer Satoshi Ogiso, who was chief engineer for the Prius line, announced
some of the improvements and key features of the next generation Prius. Ogiso also explained
that the next-generation Prius plug-in hybrid, the Prius Prime, was developed in parallel with the
standard Prius model. In late November , for the model year, the U. The production version was
unveiled at the September Frankfurt Motor Show. Unlike its predecessor, the Prime runs entirely
on electricity in charge-depleting mode EV mode. The interior design is also different. At the
January North American International Auto Show , Toyota revealed the model year Prius v , an
extended hatchback wagon, which is derived from the third-generation Prius and features over
50 percent more interior cargo space than the original Prius design. US production ended in The
five-seat model uses a NiMH battery pack. The European and Japanese versions are offered
with a lithium-ion battery , with three rows of seats with accommodations for seven passengers.
However, the seven passenger seating on the Prius v is not available on North American Prius v
models. The Prius c has a lower list price and is smaller than the previous Prius hatchback.
Cumulative Prius sales in Europe reach , in and , units by mid, after 10 years on that market. The
UK is one of the leading European markets for Prius, accounting more than 20 percent of all
Priuses sold in Europe. Production restarted several days later, but output was hindered due to
shortages from parts suppliers. Until September , The Prius liftback was the top selling new car
in Japan for 16 months in a row, until it was surpassed by the Toyota Aqua in October, which
kept the lead through December The Aqua ranked as the second best selling car with , units
sold in A total of 28, units were sold in the United States during March , becoming the
one-month record for Prius sales ever. The third-generation Prius liftback accounted for 18,
units With 60, units sold during this year, the Prius became the best selling vehicle in California,
ahead of the previous leader, the Honda Civic 57, units and the third ranked, the Toyota Camry
50, units. Toyota sold , Priuses among the various HEV family members in the US in ,
representing together a market share of Of these, 1,, are conventional Prius liftbacks sold
through September Prius family sales also set a record in Japan in March The Toyota Aqua sold
29, units, ranking as the third top selling car that month. US Prius sales have declined every
year since their peak in , due to more competition from other manufacturers. The following table
presents retail sales of the other vehicles of the Prius family by year since deliveries began in
through December The Prius is a power-split or series-parallel full hybrid , sometimes referred
to as a combined hybrid, a vehicle that can be propelled by gasoline or electric power or both.
Lower rolling-resistance tires are used to reduce road friction. An electric water pump
eliminates serpentine belts. The Prius engine makes use of the Atkinson cycle. When the
vehicle is turned on with the "Power" button, it is ready to drive immediately with the electric
motor. In the North American second generation Prius, electric pumps warm the engine by
pumping previously saved hot engine coolant from a coolant thermos [] before the internal
combustion engine is started. The delay between powering the car on and starting the internal
combustion engine is a few seconds. Instead, the engine is heated by recapturing exhaust heat.
The engine starts automatically when the battery starts to run low. Prior to the model, the North
American model did not have the "EV" button, although one can be added to enable the "EV"
mode supported internally by the Prius Hybrid Vehicle management computer. There are two
principal battery packs, the High Voltage HV battery, also known as the traction battery, and a
12 volt battery known as the Low Voltage LV battery. The traction battery of the first generation
Prius update onwards was a sealed module nickel metal hydride NiMH battery pack providing
The Second Generation Prius contains a 1. Each battery module is made of 6 individual 1. These
modules are connected 28 in series to form a Active cooling of this battery is achieved by a
blower motor and air ducting, while passive thermal management was accomplished through
the metal case design. As the Prius reached ten years of being available in the US market, in
February Consumer Reports examined the lifetime and replacement cost of the Prius battery.
The comparison showed little difference in performance when tested for fuel economy and
acceleration. Overall fuel economy of the model was The magazine concluded that the
effectiveness of the battery has not degraded over the long run. The HVAC system uses an AC

induction motor to drive a sealed-system scroll compressor , a design principle not usually
used in automotive applications. Using a scroll compressor increases the efficiency of the
system while driving it with an AC induction motor makes the system more flexible, so the AC
can run while the engine is off. Because the oil used with the refrigerant gas also flows in the
area of the high-voltage motor-windings, the fluid must be electrically insulating to avoid
transmitting electric current to exposed metal parts of the system. The system cannot be
serviced with equipment normally employed for regular cars, which typically use polyalkylene
glycol PAG oil, as the equipment would contaminate the ND11 oil with PAG oil. According to
SAE J, the oil provided from maintenance equipment must contain less than 0. One percent
PAG oil may result in an electrical resistance drop by a factor of about Since its introduction,
the Toyota Prius has been among the best fuel economy vehicles available in the United States,
and for the model year , the Prius family has three models among the 10 most fuel-efficient cars
sold in the country as rated by US Environmental Protection Agency EPA. More fossil fuel is
needed to build hybrid vehicles than conventional cars but reduced emissions when running
the vehicle more than outweigh this. The following table presents fuel economy performance
and carbon emissions for all Prius family models sold in Japan since The ratings are presented
for both, the older official mode cycle test and the new JC08 test designed for Japan's new
standards that went into effect in , but was already being used by several car manufacturers for
new cars. In , the British government and British media requested that Toyota release detailed
figures for the energy use and CO 2 emissions resulting from the building and disposal of the
Prius. Toyota has not supplied the requested data to address statements that the lifetime
energy usage of the Prius including the increased environmental cost of manufacture and
disposal of the nickel-metal hydride battery is outweighed by lower lifetime fuel consumption.
CNW Marketing Research initially published a study [] in which they estimated that the total
lifetime energy cost of a Prius was greater than that of a Hummer H2. The Prius uses electric
motors in the hybrid propulsion systems, powered by a high voltage battery in the rear of the
car. There has been some public concern over whether the levels of electromagnetic field
exposure within the cabin are higher than comparable cars, and what health effects those fields
may present, popularized by a The New York Times article. A study by the Mayo Clinic found
that patients with implanted cardiac devices such as pacemakers and defibrillators can safely
drive or ride in hybrids or plug-in electric cars without risk of electromagnetic interference EMI.
The research was conducted using implantable devices from the three major manufacturers and
a Toyota Prius hybrid. The study used 30 participants with implanted devices and measured
electric and magnetic fields in six positions inside and outside the Prius, and each position was
evaluated at different speeds. The Wall Street Journal reported in February on concerns that
quiet cars like the Prius may pose a safety risk to those who rely on engine noise to sense the
presence or location of moving vehicles. However, silent vehicles are already relatively
common, and there is also a lack of aural cues from vehicles that have a conventional internal
combustion engine where engine noise has been reduced by noise-absorbing materials in the
engine bay and noise-canceling muffler systems. In July , a spokesman for Toyota said the
company is aware of the issue and is studying options. In , Toyota released a device for the
third-generation Prius meant to alert pedestrians of its proximity. In the UK, the Advertising
Standards Authority , an independent body charged with policing the rules of the advertising
industry, ruled that a television advert for the Toyota Prius should not be broadcast again in the
same form, having breached rules concerning misleading advertising. The advertisement stated
that the Prius "emits up to one tonne less CO 2 per year", while on-screen text included "1
tonne of CO 2 less than an equivalent family vehicle with a diesel engine. Average calculated on
20, km a year. The large number of Prius-owning progressive celebrities in prompted The
Washington Post to dub hybrids "Hollywood's latest politically correct status symbol". James
Woolsey, Jr. Woolsey noted the volatility of the Middle East, coupled with anti-US sentiment in
much of the region. Noting that the high percentage of oil drilled in the Middle East gives vast
profits to Middle Eastern regimes, Woolsey believes that it is a patriotic obligation to drive more
efficient vehicles. In a Motor Trend magazine article, Woolsey stated that those oil profits find
their way to terrorist groups like al-Qaeda , meaning that Americans who buy inefficient vehicles
would, in effect, be indirectly funding terrorism. A racing version of the Prius was unveiled by
Toyota in This racing Prius replaces the 1. The hybrid drive train of the car's production Hybrid
Synergy Drive is retained but with a larger lithium ion battery. The car took class pole position []
and finished sixth at the Fuji GT km. There have been a number of governments with incentives
intended to encourage hybrid car sales. In some countries, including the US and Canada, some
rebate incentives have been exhausted, while other countries such as the United Kingdom,
Sweden, Belgium, and the Netherlands have various or alternative incentives to purchasing a
hybrid vehicle. Several US companies offer employees incentives. In June , the Prius started
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